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Materials and Processes in UV-Assisted Nanoimprint Lithography 
Marc Zelsmann and Jumana Boussey
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Introduction

Nanoimprint lithography (NIL), first proposed by S. Chou in 1995 [1], is a high

resolution and high throughput lithography technique based on the mechanical

deformation of a resist layer with a stamp (or mold) presenting a surface topography

(including eventually three-dimensional (3D) features). A schematic of this tech-

nique is shown in Figure 1.1. After the pattern formation, the polymer layer may be

used as a resist mask for additional processing steps (transfer etching in the

substrate, ion implantation, material deposition, lift-off . . .), or this layer may be

used as it is, as a functional material. A residual resist layer is always observed under

themold protrusions after imprinting. This layer can be removedwith an anisotropic

�breakthrough� plasma etching step to obtain a conventional lithography resistmask.

Molds are in general fabricated with high resolution techniques, mainly electron-

beam lithography [2], allowing NIL to achieve resolutions beyond the limitations set

by light diffraction in optical projection lithography. Furthermore, due to parallel

fabrication of features over large areas, high throughput production is possible. NIL

is considered as a next generation lithography (NGL) technique in the microelec-

tronics industry for the fabrication of integrated circuits (IC) [3]; in addition it is also

being developed as a fabrication technique for applications where electron-beam

lithography or state-of-the-art photolithography cannot achieve sufficiently high

resolution at reasonable cost or where the capability of 3D imprinting or imprinting

in a functional material is needed.

Two main process families can be distinguished: thermal NIL [1] and ultraviolet-

assisted NIL (UV-NIL) [4]. The first one is described in Chapter 2 of this book. In this

case, themold is usually pressed into a thin thermoplastic polymer film heated above

its glass transition temperature where the polymer can flow under quite high

pressure. The viscosity of the thin heated polymer layer remains a few orders of

magnitude higher than that of amonomer layer [5, 6]. Themold is generally made of

silicon, using advanced and established processes from the microelectronics indus-

try. Furthermore, the nonflatness of the mold and the substrate is in general

compensated by quite a high imprinting pressure (with the help of mold/substrate
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bending and compliant layers). Also, resists are more readily available as most of the

resists used in electron-beam or photolithography are thermoplastic polymers.

In UV-NIL, a low viscosity monomer resist is pressed at room temperature with a

transparent mold at a limited pressure and later polymerized by UV light to form

solid structures. In this case, a rigid and UV-transparent mold, usually from fused

silica, is more difficult to fabricate. In addition, only few dedicated resists are

commercially available and flatness issues are more critical due to the low viscosity

resist used. Nevertheless, key advantages of UV-NIL make it a very attractive process

for industrial applications:

. UV-NIL can be performed at room temperature, there is no need to heat and cool

the mold/wafer stack as in thermal NIL. This leads to higher throughput, as UV

curing takes only a few seconds, and improved fidelity of patterns. Also the

process does not suffer from thermal expansion mismatch, as in thermal NIL,

which might induce distortions of the printed patterns. (For this reason, it is

mandatory to use the same material for mold and substrate in thermal NIL).
. With UV-transparent stamps, high alignment accuracy between different lithog-

raphy levels is easier to implement in UV-NIL [7].
. Low viscosity resists allow an improved resist flow and redistribution leading to

better printing uniformity, especially when the mold design includes micro- and

nanometer features at the same time or areas with different densities. Addition-

ally, with these low-viscosity resists,UV-NIL can be performed at lowpressure (<1

bar). This is essential for molding films onto delicate substrates and releases

constraints on the mechanical properties of the mold.
. A step-and-repeat process allows the fabrication of smaller and cheaper stamps

and a better control of the placement accuracy [8]. Such a process is easier to

implement with a UV system than with a thermal system.
. Finally, the properties of the cured polymer after imprinting can be adapted to

dedicated applications by changing the resist formulation or the irradiation time.

Resist

Substrate

1 - Resist

dispensing  

2 - Imprint &

hardening  

3 - Demolding 

Residual 
resist layer 

Mold

Figure 1.1 Schematic of the nanoimprint process.
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In this chapter, we will deal with some issues involved in UV-NIL, in particular

concerning the molding process itself, the resists used, the mold fabrication and its

anti-sticking treatment. Some of the questions treated may apply to thermal NIL as

well. It should be noted that we will not consider embossing or molding of thick

materials in this chapter, but of thin layers of resists (i.e., channels in which the resist

flows in very narrow spaces). This affects many issues such as printing uniformity

and resistflow, among others. Nevertheless, for lithography, it is absolutely necessary

to use a resist layer as thin as possible to be able to transfer the features to the

underlying substrate. Also, a reduced resist thicknessmight be an important point in

many applications using as-printed polymer layers as functional materials. This

chapter will not cover specific nanoimprinting processes such as solvent-assisted

NIL [9, 10] (see Chapter 3), reversal NIL [11–13], which involves resist transfer from

the mold to the substrate, or hybrid processes (combination of NIL and photoli-

thography for example [14]) thatmay useUV light and room-temperature imprinting

as well.

2

UV-Assisted Nanoimprint Lithography

2.1

Process Details and Variants

In UV-NIL, a liquid material is coated onto a substrate and pressed, at room

temperature, against a rigid UV-transparent mold. The displacement of the low

viscosity resist is not only due to the imprinting pressure applied (squeeze flow), but

also due to the capillary forces in the system. Consequently, only a small pressure (<1

bar) is sufficient to fill the mold cavities. Furthermore, this low force ensures a

uniform imprint. Indeed, mold and substrate can be assumed to be completely rigid

so that they approach in a perfectly parallelmanner, insuring a uniform residual layer.

Nevertheless, this ideal caseworks onlywith perfectlyflat surfaces, which are difficult

to obtain in real experiments. To ease the process and to be able to imprint over

topography, planarization layers might be necessary [15, 16]. Also, imprinting at low

force using two rigid surfaces is facilitated when the contact area is limited; this

requires, in general, working with small molds. This is also an advantage for mold

fabrication, as it is easier and cheaper to write a limited area for example by electron-

beam lithography. Also, defect inspection and repair are also facilitated on smaller

stamps. This is the reason why UV-NIL is often developed in a �step-and-repeat�

process, where themold, with dimensions in the range of 25� 25mm2, is stepped to

pattern the whole wafer area as in a stepper lithography tool.

To apply resists onto wafers, two techniques are used. The first one is spin-coating,

already used in standard lithography. Its main advantage is its excellent thickness

uniformity over large areas. As liquid low-viscosity resists are used in UV-NIL, the

formation of a stable thin liquid layer by spin-coating is not straightforward. The

resist has to wet the substrate surface, which depends on the resist used and might
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require a special wafer treatment. Additionally, low-viscosity resists with a limited

vapor pressure must be chosen to ensure that all dies will have the same initial resist

layer thickness ant to allow imprinting in vacuum. In practice, this means that the

viscosity cannot be smaller than about 30mPa.s.

On the other hand, the resist can be drop-dispensed on the wafers. This can be

done for only one imprinting area just before contact with the mold, limiting the

possible evaporation of resist and allowing working with resist viscosities as low as a

few mPa.s [17]. Furthermore, drops as small as 1 pL can be used [18], which

corresponds to individual imprinted area of about 10� 10mm2 on the wafer;

depending on structure size and density, this corresponds to about 60 000 drops

per die in standard step-and-repeat conditions. This large number of drops gives the

possibility to adapt the resist quantity to themold design in the die itself, which leads

to an improved printing uniformity, and shorter imprinting times, due to the limited

resist flow. The combination of step-and-repeat processing with tunable drop-

dispensing (drop-on-demand�) has given rise to �step and flash�� imprint lithog-

raphy (S-FIL) and lately to �jet and flash�� imprint lithography (J-FIL), trademarks of

Molecular Imprint Inc. [19, 20]. Also, themultidroplet geometry seems to favorfilling

of the mold cavities [21]. When the mold approaches the coated substrate, the fluid

droplets spread out and fill the cavities under capillary action, and the capillary force

around each drop attracts the mold, enhancing the effective imprinting force. It was

shown that smaller drops (�pL) induce an improved capillary action [21] but aremore

difficult to produce at high speedwith good placement accuracy, generating issues on

the drop dispensing unit. On the other hand, larger drops (�100 pL) are more

difficult to displace (longer flow time). They induce constraints on the mold design

and will obviously generate a larger quantity of expelled resist at the mold edges.

Nevertheless, not all resists can be drop-dispensed, especially in small drops. This

depends on their visco-elastic properties and can be a limitation, in particular in

applications when especially dedicated resists are used.

Another development of S-FIL is S-FIL reverse [20, 22] (S-FIL/R, see Figure 1.2). In

this case, a purely organic resist is first imprinted as in S-FIL. Then, a more plasma-

etch-resistant resist (silicon-containing) is spin-coated onto the imprinted features

Mold

Resist

Substrate

1 - Imprint of a

purely organic

resist   

2 - Spin-coating of

a silicon-rich resist 

3 - Plasma etching

Figure 1.2 Schematic of the S-FIL/R nanoimprint process.
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acting as a planarization layer. Finally, this stack is etched in a plasma reactor to

produce the patterned resist mask. This technique is able to generate higher aspect

ratio features and is less sensitive to non-uniformities in the imprinted residual resist

layer. Also, it allows the fabrication of patterns with the same polarity as on the mold

and, due to the two-layer resist, a lift-off process is possible. Additionally, there is no

need to imprint the silicon-containing etch-resistant resist. Also, resist contamina-

tions on the mold are easier to remove since the mold is in contact only with a purely

organic resist. Finally, the silicon-rich resist does not have to exhibit low viscosity and

can be applied with high uniformity by spin-coating.

Alternatively to the step-and-repeat process, UV-NIL is also used with larger

stamps [23, 24]. In this case, the imprinting pressures applied are in general much

larger than in the step-and-repeat process to ensure a conformal contact between

mold and substrate. In order to avoid imprinting non-uniformities, it is then very

important that the tool used is able to apply a uniform (isotropic) imprint pressure

even on nonflat surfaces. This is possible using soft pistons or membranes. Another

alternative for ensuring conformal contact, even with quite low imprint forces, is to

use a soft stamp [25]. Nevertheless, with these techniques, it becomes more difficult

to realize high accuracy alignments of successive lithography levels due to the tool

architecture or to the fact that the mold is not stiff enough.

2.2

Resist Flow in Thin Layers

As explained above, in UV-NIL, resist displacement is promoted both by the applied

imprinting force and by the capillary forces. The balance between the two phenom-

ena is not clear and depends strongly on process conditions (mold treatment, wafer

treatment, resist viscosity and surface energy and resist coating type); in UV-NIL the

effect of capillarity is invariably increased. Nevertheless, the squeeze flow of a

supposedly perfectly viscous resist can be described quite simply to a first approx-

imation by Stefan�s law [26]. For a line, the imprinting time can be written as [27]:

tIMPRINT ¼

g0s
2

2p

1

h2f
�

1

h20

!

where g0 is the zero shear viscosity of the resist, s the width of the line, h0 the initial

resist layer thickness, hf the final resist layer thickness (residual layer) and p the

effective imprinting pressure on the line (see also Figure 1.3).

We note that a shorter imprinting time can be achieved by a higher imprinting

pressure. Furthermore, the linewidth s as well as the residual resist thickness hf plays

a large role. Indeed, for amold containing isodense 100 nm lines and spaces, the time

needed to press a resist, with 10mPa.s viscosity, from 100 to 15 nm thickness

applying a pressure of 1 bar is about 1 ms. (In comparison, in the case of thermal NIL,

where the viscosity is higher than 1000 Pa.s, the imprinting time under the same

conditions is larger than 0.1 s.) This time is extremely short, but if the linewidth is

thousand times larger (100 mm), the viscosity ten times higher (100mPa.s, classical
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case of spin-coated resists) and if a residual layer of 10 nm is targeted, then the

imprinting time becomes 0.2 s (2000s in the case of thermal NIL). In the case of UV-

NIL, the process is still very fast. Nevertheless, as themold and substrate are assumed

to be perfectly rigid due to the low imprinting pressure, the sinking rate of the mold

will be governed by the largest protrusions. Thus, large protrusions (>100 mm)must

be avoided on the total surface of the mold, or fake cavities must be included in the

mold design, in order to reduce the maximal linewidth.

As an example, with a 1000mPa.s viscosity resist, a 13 bar pressure and an

optimized initial resist thickness (final residual layer<20 nm), the mean free path

(or flowing distance) of a resist molecule was experimentally estimated to be about

1mm [28]. This value is important for design of the mold, which has to exhibit

homogeneous protrusion density (protrusion to cavity area ratio) on any 1mm2

areas on its surface in order to favor a uniform residual layer. In this example, the

resist redistribution area was quite small but, when using lower viscosity resists

(g0< 50mPa.s), this area should reach almost the stamp size in the case of small

stamps.

2.3

Imprinting Examples and Resolution

In Figure 1.4, some examples of imprinted resist layers, made by our group on an

EVG 770 step-and-repeat system, are illustrated. With an optimized initial resist

thickness and a knownmold design, an excellent contrast between the feature height

and the residual layer thickness can be obtained; this is a very important point in the

case of additional process steps.

Even in the first NIL experiment by S. Chou [1], a very high resolution of 25 nmwas

demonstrated using thermal NIL. The fabricated polymer mask could be used

successfully in a lift-off process. In UV-NIL, a resolution of 5 nm linewidth and

14 nm pitch using NIL and lift-off was demonstrated in 2004, also by the group of S.

Chou [29]. Here, themold used was a cleaved facet of a sample containingmolecular-

beam epitaxy-grown superlattices. In the same year, Hua et al. demonstrated that it is

even possible to reproduce the shape of a single-wall carbon nanotube in a polymer

(Figure 1.5) [30]. Indeed, the surface roughness of the mold is in general very well

t

Mold

Resist(η0)

Substrate

s

h0 hf

 pIMPRINT 

p = pIMPRINT S /s 
S

Figure 1.3 Illustration of quantities in Stefan�s law for a one-dimensional line [27].
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reproduced in the polymeric material during the molding process. The resolution of

themolding technique itself does not limit the overall resolution of the technique, but

much more the high resolution mold availability and the pattern transfer (as will be

detailed in Section 1.3.3 below).

2.4

Tools and Industrialization Issues

As described in more detail in the review by H. Schift [6], many different tool

architectures exist in NIL, depending on the process used or on the targeted

application. In UV-NIL, two main types of tools can be identified. The first one is

the step-and-repeat tool. The main commercial players are Molecular Imprints [31],

Figure 1.4 Examples of UV-NIL imprinted patterns: (a) 100 nm lines and spaces; (b) 100 nm

contact holes.

Figure 1.5 Demonstration of single-wall carbon nanotube reproduction using UV-NIL.

(Reproduced with permission from [30]. Copyright � (2004) American Chemical Society.)
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EVG [32], and SET/Karl S€uss [33]. In this case, hard stamps and substrates with

excellent flatness are brought into contact at low pressure. The advantages of these

tools are the possibility of fabricating stamps with smaller active areas (in general

around 25� 25mm2) and of more easily implementing a high accuracy alignment

system. Indeed, the high accuracy alignment (<30 nm) requires stiff molds as it is

performed when the mold is already in contact with the liquid resist before UV

exposure. The second type of tool is composed of equipment using soft pistons and

full wafer molds. Here, flexible membranes are used on one or both sides of the

wafer/mold stack in order to apply an isotropic imprinting pressure. The higher

imprinting pressure used (up to more than 100 bars) can bend the mold and

substrates, thereby ensuring conformal contact. Known companies in this field are

Nanonex [34], Obducat [35], Molecular Imprints [31], EVG [32], and SET/Karl

S€uss [33]. The main advantages of these tools are a lower flatness requirement for

substrate and mold and very high throughput. However, alignment is more prob-

lematic due to the larger molds and the soft piston tool architecture.

Finally, some other companies (Toshiba, Hitachi) have reported the fabrication of

UV-NIL tools, but for internal use and especially developed formicroelectronic or bit-

patterned media applications [36, 37].

In a research laboratory, nanoimprint lithography works very well. If high

throughput and high yield are required in an industrial process, specific issues has

to be solved or tolerated, for example:

. Air entrapment, evacuation and dissolution. This problem depends on the tool

andprocess conditionsused.At high aspect ratio features, theflow front can arrest

and create bubbles. Also, the geometries of the resist drop placement and of the

contact play an important role: for example, an inclined template ormold bending

may enhance bubble evacuation, especially for larger molds. Air bubbles are able

to dissolve in the liquid resist, but this might limit the speed of the global

imprinting process. The bubble dissolution rate in the resist can be enhanced in

special gas environments (small helium molecules [38] or carbon dioxide [39]

dissolve well in organic materials). The use of pentafluoropropane, in which

condensation starts when the gas pressure exceeds 0.15MPa, was also demon-

strated [40]. Another possibility is to work in vacuum [41]. Then, one has to be

aware of the resist evaporation.
. Flatness issues. At low imprinting force, the imprint quality depends on the

flatness of mold and substrate. In the step-and-repeat process, the common

6.3mm thick quartz mold can be prepared with sufficient flatness. As substrates,

double-side polished wafers are preferable to single-side polished ones due to

their better flatness and reduced total thickness variation. The wafer chuck

flatness also has to be controlled.
. Local geometry of the mold features. The geometry of the mold features might

induce some problems. In particular, some applications in microelectronics are

very sensitive to the line edge roughness (LER). The shape of the features (vertical

or inclined sidewalls, undercuts) may also induce demolding problems (possible

rip-off of the structures, increased demolding force) [6].
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. Mold inspection and repair. Fabrication of defect-freemolds is extremely difficult.

Some applications, microelectronics for example, require molds with almost no

defects. Therefore, automatic mold inspection and repair tools are being devel-

oped. This is not a simple task because very high resolution is required (much

smaller than in photolithography mask inspection as no reduction coefficient

exists in NIL) and themoldmaterial is, in general, insulating; the use of scanning

electron microscopy is therefore more problematic due to charging effects.
. Mold design issues. Uniform residual layers are obtained when large protrusions

are avoided in the mold design and when the protrusion density is uniform to

avoid resist displacement over longer distances. To avoid long resist displace-

ments and to compensate for large density variations in themold design, onemay

use a reduced initial resist thickness (much less than the mold depth). Then,

larger cavities will be only partially filled. Nevertheless, and especially in UV-NIL,

where capillary phenomena are very important, this is not a good solution. Indeed,

the resist will not remain flat in the incompletely filled cavities, but will create

capillary bridges between the mold and the substrate, leading to dewetted

areas [42].
. Mold and mold treatment, mold contamination. This will be detailed in Sec-

tion 1.4 below.

All the aforementioned issuesmay lead to defects in the imprinted resist [43, 44].

Additionally, defects may also come from atmospheric particle contamination. A

simple particle trapped betweenmold and substratewill produce a large noncontact

area. Hence it is absolutely necessary to work in a very high quality clean

environment. Another issue concerns the distance between imprinted dies in the

step-and-repeat process. Due to the expelled resist at the stamp border, a distance of

about 100 mmormore is set in general between the dies. This resist excess at the die

border is a problem for the resist stripping step (removal of the resist mask or

residues after use) because of its increased thickness. Additionally, imprinting of

an incomplete die at the border of a wafer is difficult without damaging or

contaminating the mold. Finally, real time measurement and simulation tools

(including all interfacial aspects) would be of great help to understand more

precisely some of the phenomena [45].

3

Imprinting Materials

3.1

State-of-the-Art

Resists developed for UV-NIL must have the following characteristics:

. low viscosity

. high curing speed

. high etch-resistance
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. high adherence to the substrate

. low adherence to the mold

. good film formation (spin-coated resists)

. low contraction during photopolymerization

. adapted mechanical properties and, finally,

. low evaporation rate (reduced vapor pressure).

In general, they are composed of monomers and a UV-sensitive photo-initiator.

Additionally, they may contain sensitizers [46] (to improve UV light absorption),

surfactants [47] (for example fluorinated surfactants to reduce adherence to the

mold), more than one photo-initiator [48] (to improve the speed of conversion and

the conversion ratio), inhibitors (to reduce the effect of free radical annealing by

scavengers like oxygen) and solvents (to adjust the thickness of the spin-coated

layer). Solvents are not used in the case of drop-dispensing in order to maintain

initial spherical drop shapes, facilitating resist flow and limiting bubble

entrapment.

Themonomers usedmay present one or more polymerization sites. In the case of

one site only, the curedmaterial will be composed of linear chains and remain soluble

in common solvents. This may lead to lower mechanical stiffness and lower plasma

etching resistance, with the advantage of easy removal from the mold (resist

contamination on the mold can be cleaned more easily) or wafer (resist stripping).

In the case of more than one polymerization site, the material will consist of a 3D

crosslinked network.

Three main monomer families are used in UV-NIL. The first one is epoxy

monomers [46, 49]. In general, they have the advantages of insensitivity to oxygen

during the polymerization (cationic mechanism) and higher mechanical stiffness;

but the polymerization does not proceed rapidly as compared to acrylates or vinyl

ether formulations. Acrylates are most often used, mainly because of their extensive

commercial availability, low viscosity, and capability for rapid polymerization via

radical propagation. However, oxygen is a strong radical inhibitor. Dissolved oxygen

in the resist may slow down the polymerization mechanism, or some uncured resist

contaminationmay appear at the border of the templatewhere resist is in contactwith

air. Vinyl ethers are the third category of monomers used in UV-NIL [50]. Their

polymerization also proceeds via a cationicmechanismwhich is insensitive to oxygen

and very rapid. In addition, vinyl ether monomers have even lower viscosities than

acrylates at otherwise comparable molecule composition [51]. Nevertheless, there is

not a large choice of commercial raw materials and vinyl ether resists adhere more

strongly to molds [51]. This latter limitation is partly overcome by the higher tensile

strength of vinyl ether formulations [52]. Finally, the UV sensitivity is not a limiting

point of UV-NIL since exposure times of 1 s or less are reported using acrylates or

vinyl ether formulations [53].

Concerning the mechanical properties, high crosslinking of the material after UV

exposure may induce improved plasma etch resistance [54] as well as improved

mechanical properties. This last point is important for the demolding process.

However, a long UV exposure time may cause excessive shrinkage and brittleness
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of the resist, increasing the possibility of features breaking andmold contamination.

On the other hand, insufficient UV curing will lead to low cohesive strength of the

polymer, increasing the probability of pattern distortion and collapse [55]. This

implies that the irradiation dose will have to be optimized for each material and

pattern type in order to achieve appropriate mechanical properties.

In addition, some resists have been developed for special applications and with

special properties. This is the case for example in microelectronics, where special

hybrid organic-inorganic materials with low dielectric constants and high thermal

and mechanical stability are being developed to simplify the dual damascene

electrical interconnection process [56]. Also, resists loaded with functional nano-

particles can be patterned using NIL [57].

Commercially, NIL products are available from Nanonex [34], Obducat [35],

micro resist technology [58], Molecular Imprints [31], AMO [59], Toyo Gosei [60],

or AGC [61], for example. Some manufacturers sell their resists only with a

proprietary process and equipment. It is then difficult to compare the properties of

these commercial products. Adhesion of low viscosity thin films of monomer

solutions to the silicon (or fused silica) substrates can be enhanced by using an

intermediate adhesion promoter applied prior to resist dispensing. This can be a

thin polymeric film with high adhesion to the substrate and high affinity to the

monomers used. Also, this thin additional layer can play the role of substrate

planarization layer. However, its thickness might be as high as a few tens of nm

and will increase the residual resist thickness, but it may help the pattern transfer

(for lift-off processes, for example [62]). An alternative approach consists in

functionalizing the silicon surface with a self assembled monolayer (SAM) whose

molecules are designed to fulfill two requirements: one head group bonds

covalently to the silicon surface via a silanization reaction with hydroxyl groups

while the other head group copolymerizes with the UV-NIL resist during UV

exposure. This solution was adopted by Hewlett Packard�s research group in 2005

and has allowed 30 nm half pitch dense lines to be imprinted and transferred

using a methacrylate based resist [63].

3.2

Shrinkage

During UV curing, the resist volume shrinks. Due to a ring-opening polymeri-

zation, epoxy resist have a very limited shrinkage rate, in general around 3%. On

the other hand, acrylates and vinyl ether resists show shrinkage rates of around

10% in most cases [64]. For high aspect ratio features embossed in a thick UV-

curable material, resist shrinkage was demonstrated to facilitate demolding [65]. It

seems that an optimum level of shrinkage exists at which the stress experienced by

the polymer during demolding is minimized [66]. Such phenomena have not yet

been demonstrated in UV-NIL and large resist shrinkages must be avoided.

Indeed, due to the thin residual resist thickness and the mechanical rigidity

of the substrate, stresses at the bottom of the fabricated structures cannot

relax. Consequently, the resist shrinkage will induce a change in the top lateral
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dimensions and height of the features, reducing their lateral slope. This is a

problem for the control of critical dimensions, especially when an additional

plasma etching transfer step is required.

In order to limit shrinkage, resist formulations have been made with special

monomers. For example, steric hindrance might be used. Another possibility is to

include an oligomer or a polymer in the resist formulation as a binder [67], but one

has to be careful not to prohibitively increase the resist viscosity.

3.3

Plasma Etching Processes and Resist Stripping

The formed polymer layer can be used as a mask in a plasma etching equipment.

First, a �breakthrough� etch is performed in order to remove the residual resist

layer. In general, a pure oxygen plasma is used here which is very reactive with

organic materials but will not etch substrates like silicon or silica. Addition of

ammonia (NH3) or larger atoms (Cl or Ar) in the plasma was shown to improve the

anisotropy of the process and to reduce the etching speed of the resist, leading to

improved process control [68]. Even with an anisotropic etching process, it is

important to have a uniform residual layer. In the case of an over-etch intended to

compensate for the non-uniformity of the residual layer, reactive species at locations

were the resist layer is already removed will react isotropically with the surrounding

features and might change their lateral dimensions.

Subsequently, the �opened� resist mask obtained can be used to etch the under-

lying substrate. In the case of silicon or silica, plasmas with fluorine (mainly CF4 and

SF6 gases), bromine (HBr) or chlorine (Cl2,HCl) can be used.Usable aspect ratios are

in general larger than 1, that is, the feature height exceeds the line width. To achieve

this, imprinted resists have to exhibit the correct selectivity to the underlying

material; thismeans that the etch rate of the resist in the plasma has to be sufficiently

small compared with the etch rate of the substrate.

In general, inUV-NIL, thematerial is crosslinked due to the use ofmonomerswith

multiple photopolymerizable groups. This is an advantage compared with the

photolithography case (in particular positive tone resists). Indeed, correct etching

resistance can be obtained when choosing hybrid organic–inorganic monomers, for

example molecules containing siloxane bonds, characterized by their weight per-

centage of silicon atoms. Perfluorinated monomers or monomers containing

aromatic cycles (benzenic or norbornene cycles, for example) can also be used.

Figure 1.6 shows 40 nm wide lines which were etched 120 nm deep in silicon using

a 80 nm thick layer of the commercial product AMONIL, from AMO, which is a

silicon-containing resist.

Figure 1.7 shows examples of silicon structures etched with three different

resists under exactly the same conditions (same imprinting conditions, mold,

etching plasmas, resist thickness and resist removal process). We observed that for

the purely organic product, the plasma etching resistance was not sufficient,

leading to a �faceting� of the silicon lines (left). In the case of silicon-containing

or perfluorinated resists, nonfaceted line profiles were observed (center and right).
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Indeed, incorporation of fluorine-rich monomers in the UV curable resist may

enhance the etch properties. Kim et al. [69], where an acrylate-based formulation

was doped with a fluorine-substituted acrylate chain, reported that the incorpo-

ration of 20% of fluorinatedmonomers increased the oxygen plasma etching rate of

the photopolymerizedmaterial bymore than 15%. But another example reported by

AGC [70] highlighted a weakening of the adhesion to the substrate when the

amount of fluorinated monomer increased, necessitating the application of a

suitable adhesion promoter to the substrate.

The resist removal process, or resist stripping, is generally done with pure oxygen

plasma or using an acid solution (mixture of hydrogen peroxide and sulfuric acid, for

example). Additionally, a dip in hydrofluoric acid (HF), removing silica-like com-

pounds, may help to remove the passivation layers and resist residues that appear

during silicon etching. In the case of Figure 1.7, resist stripping was done with an

oxygen plasma andHFdip.We observed that a large number of residues still exist on

the wafer surface for the silicon-containing resist. Indeed, removing resist residues

of crosslinked materials, especially those with a high etch resistance, is difficult;

Figure 1.6 Example of 40 nm wide lines etched 120 nm deep in silicon using a silicon-containing

resist, before removing the resist residue.

Figure 1.7 Examples of silicon etched with different UV-NIL resists in exactly the same conditions:

(a) purely organic resist; (b) silicon-containing resist; (c) perfluorinated resist.
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Perfluorinated materials seem to present both a sufficient etch resistance and ease

of stripping. Alternatively, a very elegant method allowing an efficient resist

stripping process for crosslinked materials is the development of �degradable

crosslinkers� [71].

4

Mold Fabrication and Anti-Sticking Strategies

4.1

Mold Fabrication and Characterization

In UV-NIL, molds can be made of organic materials, using for example polymers or

elastomeric materials (to be described in more details in Section 1.4.6 below) or

inorganic materials: glass, fused silica, transparent conductive oxide such as indium

tin oxide [72] (ITO, to overcome charge problems), sapphire [73], fluorinated

diamond-like carbon [74], boron nitride [75] or silica-like electron-beam inorganic

resist such as hydrogen silsesquioxane [76] (HSQ). Using HSQ, one can fabricate

directly the features without etching as the resist has almost the composition and

density of silica after thermal treatment.

Among all these transparentmaterials, 6.35mm thick, 150mmsquare fused silica

plates (so-called 6025 fused silica blanks in the microelectronics mask industry) are

mostly used as base material for UV-NIL stamp fabrication thanks to their com-

mercial availability, their high degree of purity, their excellent flatness and their inert

behavior with respect to photocurable monomers solutions. In addition, mask shops

have acquired, for the purpose of phase shift masks fabrication, accurate and reliable

electron-beam writing as well as plasma etching processes on such type of plates

[77–79].Moreover, quartz stiffness is high enough (9.3GPa) to avoid the deformation

of nano-features during repetitive imprinting sequences, which may induce unac-

ceptable misalignment in mix and match lithographies. However, the resolution

needed here is much smaller than required for optical masks, as NIL is a 1X

lithography technique. Also, it is more difficult to etch an insulating material like

silica to very small dimensions in a plasma (as compared to silicon for example) due to

surface charge issues.

More details on fused silica mold fabrication can be found elsewhere [80]. In

general, a resist is patterned using electron-beam lithography and then transferred to

a thin (between 8 and 20 nm) chromium layer with a Cl2/O2 plasma. Afterwards,

fused silica is etched in a fluorocarbon plasma using the chromium layer as a hard

mask. Finally, this hard mask is removed in a wet or dry process.

As explained before, mold inspection [81] and repair [82] is mandatory in

applications like microelectronics, requiring a very low defect rate. Some specific

commercial tools, derived from wafer and mask inspection equipments, are under

development [83, 84]. Also, the LER is an important characteristic of fabricated

templates and becomes a critical issue when the dimensions shrink. One powerful

method, used in our lab, to characterize the roughness of fabricatedUV-NILmolds is
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three-dimensional atomic force microscopy (AFM3D). Such a tool is able to

completely reconstruct a 3D surface (see example in Figure 1.8) and to measure

directly the LER value. Also, AFM3D can be used to follow the roughness of NIL

fabricated features at the different steps of the process, that is, after imprint, residual

layer etching, transfer and finally after stripping.

4.2

Anti-Sticking Strategies

Amajor challenge of the nanoimprint technique is to perform a correct detachment

of the mold from the cured resist. Its difficulty is inherent to the high density of

nanoscale protrusions patterned on themold surface, which effectively increases the

total area in contact with the UV-cured resist. Therefore, sticking between imprinted

polymeric structures and the mold surface can have the three following detrimental

consequences:

. Improper release of the polymer film from the template creates defects in the

imprinted layer.
. Any residual photopolymer that remains on the template from a previous

incomplete release creates defects in subsequent imprinted patterns. (Some

work has shown a �self-cleaning� effect of the mold [85], removing contaminants

after a few imprints, but this effect is not very clear and seems to depend on the

contaminant size and on the process used.)

Figure 1.8 Example of mold characterization by three-dimensional atomic force microscopy

(AFM3D) (100 nm wide lines).
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. Attempts to systematically remove photopolymer residues from themold surface

bywet or dry chemistry are not only time consumingprocesses but also harmful to

the template integrity and lifetime.

An example of imprinted features, with and withoutmold treatment (Optool DSX,

from Daikin Chemicals [86]), using otherwise the same imprinting conditions, is

illustrated in Figure 1.9. In the case of the untreated mold, the imprinted resist layer

is clearly not usable. The origin of this problemcanbemanifold: weak adhesion of the

resist film to the substrate, strong adhesion of the cured materials to the mold, poor

mechanical strength of the material or, more likely, a combination of all. However,

improving adhesion of the resist film to the substrate and tuning its mechanical

properties cannot totally prevent sticking. Therefore much work has been done to

reduce mold-resist sticking by minimizing the interfacial energy as detailed in the

next section.

4.3

Mold Treatment

Quartz is a hydrophilic material exhibiting a rather high surface free energy (�50

mJm�2) facilitating the adhesion of cured resist to its surface. Yet, according to

industrial criteria for process throughput and cost of ownership, a quartz template

should be able to undergo thousands of imprinting sequences before being cleaned

or re-treated. To meet such severe requirements, quartz templates must be coated

with an anti-adhesion layer that effectively lowers its adherence to the cured resist. In

addition to this criterion, the anti-adhesion layer must have good adhesion to the

template surface, should be deposited in a conformal way onto the mold features,

should have good mechanical properties (high stiffness) and should not reduce

excessively theUV transmittance properties of themold.Moreover, in the case of sub-

100 nm features patterned on themold surface, the thickness of this layer should not

exceed a few nanometers, its surface roughness has to be as low as possible and

should not increase the initial roughness of the mold.

Figure 1.9 Resist imprintedwith an untreated (a) and a treated (b)mold under otherwise the same

conditions.
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Diamond-like carbon (DLC) coatings have been considered as a good choice for

this application due to the combination of relative hydrophobicity with outstanding

mechanical properties [74]. They can be easily obtained by plasma enhanced

chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) of hydrocarbon gases (methane) and exhibit

a lower surface energy than silica (�40mJ m�2) and high stiffness (20GPa).

However, the deposition rate of those films is high in standard deposition condi-

tions (few nm per second), which makes it difficult to obtain uniform and

conformal layers thinner than 20 nm, making them unsuitable for sub-100 nm

features. Besides, the transmittance of suchDLC films is low at typical wavelengths

used in the UV-NIL process (13% transmittance for a 100 nm thick layer, 50% for a

10 nm one) [87].

Other attempts have beenmade in order to improve the optical properties of DLC

coatings via partial doping in the vapor phase. N2 or Si doping has been proven to

enhance the UV transmittance of ion beam synthesized DLC coatings [88], but the

stiffness was noticeably reduced. Teflon-like thin films deposited by plasma show a

very good hydrophobic performance but suffer from poor adhesion to the template

surface [89]. More generally, the trade-off between the tribological properties,

chemical composition, surface energy and optical band gap is critical in defining

the performance of these coating materials for UV-NIL applications.

Another approach is the use of fluorinated silane molecules able to covalently

bond to themold surface. The principle consists in first preparing themold surface

to generate the required terminal hydroxyl groups. When fluorinated silanes are

then adsorbed on the template surface, their polar head groups undergo a

hydrolysis reaction forming silanol terminations (Si–OH). Finally, thermal anneal-

ing is performed in order to form covalent siloxane bonds (Si–O–Si) between the

mold and fluorinated molecules [90]. Hydrophobic properties are provided by the

CF2 or CF3 groups in the molecule [91], as predicted by molecular dynamics

considerations [89].

Several fluorinated molecules have been reported as being release agents for

NIL templates. Among them are tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydrooctyltrichlorosi-

lane [CF3–(CF2)5–(CH2)2–SiCl3, F13-TCS], 1,1,2,2-perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane

[CF3–(CF2)7–(CH2)2–SiCl3, F17-TCS], 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyltrimethoxysi-

lane [CF3–(CF2)5–(CH2)2–SiO(CH3)3, F13-TMS], and a perfluoropolyether mole-

cule (Optool DSX from Daikin Chemical [86]). Almost all these molecules lead,

when properly deposited, to water contact angles higher than 100� and a free

surface energy on the order of 11mJ m�2, which is able to reduce adhesion

between the treated mold surface and the cured resist.

Fluorinated self-assembled monolayers (F-SAM) can be deposited either in liquid

phase, by dipping the mold directly into a diluted solution of anti-sticking mole-

cules [92], or in a vapor phase process. The latter can be done either by thermal

evaporation of the liquid precursor at atmospheric pressure [93] or by vacuum

evaporation at room temperature [94]. Chlorosilane molecules are very reactive and

able to polymerize, producing particles that can precipitate onto themold. This iswhy

it is preferable to use the vapor phase process with this type of molecules, leading to

smoother surfaces [95].
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Compared with inorganic deposited films, F-SAMs have several advantages:

. Their thickness is very low. Experimental values reported in literature vary from

0.2 nm for a F13-TCSbased F-SAMup to 3 nm for anOptoolDSX-based one [96].

Although the thickness measurement techniques (ellipsometry, X-ray reflec-

tometry) are not always well calibrated at the sub-nanometer scale, it is now

widely admitted that the deposition of such SAMs does not significantly change

the critical dimensions of nanostructures fabricated on the mold surface.
. Their adhesion to the mold is excellent due to covalent bonding of the molecules.
. Deposition parameters like dip time, concentration and temperature of the

solution or evaporating time and pressure can be monitored to optimize the

uniformity, roughness and density of the deposited F-SAM.
. F-SAM deposition can easily be implemented in an industrial environment.
. F-SAM treatments are cleanable and can be entirely removed from silica surfaces

by a suitable combination of wet and dry etching processes without altering the

surface roughness of the mold [96]. This property enhances the ability of F-SAM

treatments to be implemented in a whole repetitive and reliable patterning

process and increases the mold lifetime.

Despite these interesting properties, even the best F-SAM has been widely

reported, by several research teams from academia, to be not very durable. Indeed,

sticking problems between a treatedmold and aUV-cured resistmay appear after ten

imprints only [96]. This releasing default is accompanied by an increase of the surface

energy of the template [90] and a loss of fluorine on the mold surface [97]. With

optimized conditions and using theMolecular Imprint Inc. process, a mean lifetime

of the release layer of about 800 cycles was reported [6] (i.e., 6 wafers in the used

conditions). This is a poor figure of merit with respect to Sematech�s board

specifications [98] and can seriously impede the spread of UV NIL as a large volume

nanopatterning technique.

4.4

Fluorinated Mold Treatment-Resist Interactions

Over the last few years, several studies have aimed at determining the accurate

mechanisms that are responsible for the premature degradation of molds, but

their conclusions do not systematically converge [99, 100]. However, outlines of

numerous studies confirm a chemical reactivity between the cured resist and the

F-SAM with acrylate or vinyl ether formulations [99]. The species that are

presumed to attack fluorinated molecules are free radicals or cationic charges

generated during photopolymerization. Recently, resist free radicals were pre-

cisely identified, for the first time, by an electron spin resonance analysis, as

having a chemical affinity with Optool DSX fluorinated molecules [101]. Other

studies have also highlighted the impact of the resist formulation on the F-SAM

degradation rate and mechanisms. For instance, the incorporation of crosslinkers

or silicon containing components has a clear impact on the adhesion between

mold and cured resists [102].
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Even if some experimental trends are not fully understood (in particular the

balance between chemical and mechanical degradation), it is found that fluori-

nated release layers have a limited lifetime when imprinting conventional acrylate

or vinyl ether resists. The only criterion of low surface energy is not sufficient to

guarantee durable and effective anti-sticking behavior and there is a need to

develop resist systems having a low reactivity with fluorinated molecules. Alter-

natively, a recent study by Houle et al. [103] showed that thin metal oxide

compounds coatings, with water contact angles lower than 50�, can be good

candidates for anti-sticking layers with well controlled behavior when used with

free radical or cationic resists.

4.5

Resist-Oriented Anti-Sticking Solutions

Studies of the degradation of F-SAM anti-sticking layers have highlighted the fact

that the free radicals in resists are, in some case, reactive species responsible for

fluorine atom removal from the template surface. To minimize the interaction

between the resist components and the template surface, two resist oriented

solutions are reported.

By adding fluorine-containing monomers to the UV curable mixture, it was

demonstrated that hydrophobic properties of the UV cured resist are excellent and

allow easy and repetitive demolding [70, 104]. Besides, the viscosity of theUVcurable

mixture is not degraded because fluorine-containing monomers are available with

viscosities as low as 10mPa.s. Also, when associated with F-SAM template anti-

sticking treatments, the use offluorine rich resist seems to slow (but not eliminate) its

degradation [104].

Another possibility is the use of fluorinated surfactants in the resist composition.

Surfactants are small molecules that will not participate in the polymer network and

canmove in the resist before curing [105]. According to this explorativework, it seems

that, to fully take advantage of their incorporation, surfactant migration from the

resist to the resist/template interface has to be effective. This is possible onlywith low

surface energy templates. Indeed,fluorinated surfactants are segregated at the resist/

template interface only if there is an affinity at the considered interface [47]. For the

same reason, and when used in relatively small quantities, surfactants will not

degrade the adhesion of the resist to the substrate. Additionally, an elegant method

being developed is the use of �reactive� surfactants able to regenerate the mold

treatment in-situ during imprinting [106].

4.6

Polymeric Mold Materials and Stamp Copies

Adifferent solution to fabricatemolds and control contamination consists in copying

an initial master mold into a daughter mold using a polymeric transparent material

with good intrinsic release characteristics. In general, polymeric materials have low

surface energies. Furthermore, master molds can be fabricated in silicon using
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standard tools and processes from the microelectronics industry. Also, this solution

would solve the anti-sticking treatment aging problem as well as lower the cost of

working templates.

AGC has produced fluorinated high transparency polymers (F-template) that can

be embossed by thermal NIL to replicate a master template, made of either silicon or

quartz [70], into a working stamp with a water contact angle higher than 100�. Other

research teams have also synthesized thermally [107] and UV [108, 109] curable

formulations for the need of template replication. Nevertheless, to be definitely

adopted, this alternative solution has to be well characterized in terms of mold

degradation and mechanical properties. Also, some replication materials, with very

high stiffness, contain a high inorganic part andmight need a surface treatment to be

perfectly effective [110].

When no high accuracy alignment is needed and low pressure is used in UV-NIL,

the mechanical properties of the mold can be relaxed. Then, mold copies can also be

obtained by replicating elastomeric materials like Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS),

which is a soft UV-transparent material in the 340–600 nm wavelength region

[111, 112]. Finally, the ultimate stamp copy process was presented by Obducat with

the Intermediate Polymer Stamp [113]. Here, the polymer stamp is used only once,

avoiding any mold contamination or erosion issues.

5

Conclusion

On a laboratory scale, UV nanoimprint lithography is able to produce very high

resolution features at high throughput and low cost potentially on any surface. It is

essential to consider the mold design, resist quantity and formulation, resist flow,

environmental contamination, and flatness issues. To proceed a step further in

development and industrialization, some critical issuesmust be considered such as

air inclusions, fast and uniform curing, mold inspection and repair, distance

between imprinted dies, and border imprinted dies in the step-and-repeat process.

Some solutions exist but will need further development to be really effective. One of

the major problems is the sticking between the mold and the cured resist, which

may lead to additional defects, mold contamination, mold abrasion and may

require time-consuming mold cleaning and re-treatment. Most likely, a combina-

tion of resists with low reactivity towards fluorinated treatments, resist surfactants

and mold copies will be needed to overcome this issue. The direct measurement of

demolding forces, implemented in some of the prototype step-and-repeat systems,

should reveal the stamp degradation and predict the need for change or re-

treatment, almost certainly in this last case using automated mask cleaning

sequences [114].

With regard to the future, nanoimprint lithography is still considered as a next

generation lithography technique in microelectronics, but it will most probably

remain a generic technique for specific applications with special processes and tools

in the fields of optics, data storage [115], and applications requiring 3D fabrication or
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imprinting in a functional material. In the microelectronics industry, the cost of

ownership (CoO) of NIL was calculated not to be systematically below the CoO of

photolithography or extremeUV (EUV) [116]. Furthermore, even if the CoO of NIL is

lower, industries will not change their technology completely unless the gain exceeds

30% (Personal communication, JeanMassin (STMicroelectronics) 2009). In any case,

a major industrial laboratory claims that perfection in NIL will be too expensive and

suggests the development of alternative integrated circuits technologies that are

defect tolerant [117].
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